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For Love of the Game   
Transitioning to college can be a challenging time in the life of a young adult.  Although it is an exciting time, the amount of change involved can cause stress. That is exactly how Muhammad Waheed felt when he started his first semester at Towson University (TU) in September 2016.  Like other students, Waheed had to adjust to new surroundings and learn to navigate around a large campus, but as a student with a visual impairment, this was a greater challenge for him than most.    
Now in his second semester, he is feeling more comfortable with college life, but still felt like he wasn’t fitting in with most of the other students. “I’m on the shy side, so it is not always easy for me to make friends,” he said.  Then he ran into Tim Utzig, a fellow TU student, and an old acquaintance that he had met at The Maryland School for the Blind (MSB) and the two reconnected.  They had both attended MSB when they were younger and had participated in many of the same Outreach programs offered by the school.  One of those programs was a short course focused on the sport of goalball.  
Goalball was invented to rehabilitate blind war veterans in WWII.  It has been described as a cross between soccer, dodgeball and bowling.  All players wear eyeshades to level the playing field and rely on their hearing to locate the ball, which is embedded with a bell.  The ball is thrown at a high rate of speed and the opposing players use their bodies to block the shots from going into the goal.  Teams consist of three players on offense and three on defense.   
 Waheed always had a strong desire to play sports, especially in high school, but was constantly rejected by coaches who told him that he didn’t look athletic or who were afraid that he might become injured due to his visual impairment.  “I was always told no or that I couldn’t do it.  I had no confidence in myself, until I met the coaches at MSB and started playing goalball.”  
Matthew Mescall, was one of those coaches.  An adapted physical education teacher and athletic coach at MSB, Mescall recognized Waheed’s abilities and passion for sports and encouraged him to try goalball.  Waheed attended MSB’s Camp Abilities, an annual summer sports camp for students who are blind and visually impaired, and Mescall also encouraged him to play on his newly formed statewide recreation team.  The more he played, the more he fell in love with the game.  “I’m the happiest when I am playing goalball,” Waheed says.  
Utzig had also attended MSB’s Outreach programs and camps and was a strong athlete in several sports.  After reconnecting at TU, Waheed approached him about the idea of starting a goalball team at the university.  Utzig jumped at the idea and the two young men got the ball rolling, so to speak.   
Although the sport is played at several colleges across the country, it had never been played at Towson, so they knew it might be difficult to convince the administration to let them initiate it.  They would also need a coach who knew the game, so they turned to Coach Mescall. 
“I was thrilled that they asked me to coach the team,” said Mescall.  “I had the pleasure of coaching these two great young men when they were in high school and was excited to have the opportunity to assist them in this new endeavor.  I love using sports as a way of connecting people and communities and eliminating barriers such as having a disability.  After all, that’s what goalball is all about – having a level playing field, working and playing hard and respecting others.”
The men have hit some obstacles along the way, including recruiting players and teaching them the basics of the game, but eventually their persistence has paid off and the university has allowed them to start a club team.  The Towson Tigers goalball team held their first official meet against Slippery Rock University on February 17, at The Maryland School for the Blind.  The Tigers were victorious, but more than that, it was a victory for two young men with a vision and the coach who has encouraged them to pursue their goals.  
The TU team is trying to raise enough funds to be able to travel to Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania to compete in the National Collegiate Goalball tournament in April and they hope to generate more local interest in the sport of goalball.  
“We are so appreciative to MSB for their support.   Dr. Bina, MSB President, and Coach Mescall have allowed us to use their equipment and facilities for practice and to host our first tournament,” said Waheed.  “Some of the MSB staff have also volunteered their time to assist us.  We could not have done this without them.”
Photo and Caption: Muhammad Waheed, Coach Matt Mescall, Rachel Talbert and Tim Utzig at the Tigers inaugural Tournament at MSB.

Photo and Caption: The Tigers on defense.


MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Spring is finally upon us as we enter into the final quarter of the school year. It has been a very productive year at MSB.  We began the year with the official ribbon cutting and the opening of our new state-of-the-art facilities for students in the blind-autism program and they have been thriving in their new surroundings.  
Each January we celebrate Braille awareness month and recognize the life of Louis Braille, the inventor of braille.  In conjunction with these events, MSB hosts the Maryland Regional Braille Challenge for students in grades Pre-K – 12 from across the region.  This annual competition is designed to promote braille reading and writing skills and highlight the importance of braille literacy.  Even in our technology filled world, braille remains the primary communication tool for people who are blind or visually impaired. 
Winter was an exciting time on our campus. We were visited by not one, but two Paralympic athletes who medaled in the 2016 Rio games. Rebecca Meyers, a six-time medalist and world champion swimmer, and Andy Jenks, a silver medalist on the men’s goalball team, met with students and staff to share their experiences as world class athletes.  They inspired our students to work hard, set goals and reach for their dreams. 
This Spring, students are preparing for standardized tests and final exams, but they are also looking forward to enjoying the end of the school year activities such as our annual beeping egg hunt, spring concert, school play, athletic events, class trips, prom and, of course, commencement for the Class of 2017.  
I hope that you will consider a visit to our campus to join us for some of these activities and to see the tremendous growth that has taken shape on our school campus over the past few years.   As always, thank you for your continued support. 
Sincerely,
Michael J. Bina, Ed.D. 
President
Photo and Caption: Dr. Bina and Paralympian Andy Jenks.
Photo and Caption: Paralympian Rebecca Meyers poses with Dr. Bina and MSB students.

Staff Spotlight on Tony Micucci, Nutrition Services Manager   
  
One of the busiest places in any home or school is always the kitchen.  Preparing and cooking food is an essential part of life, but imagine cooking breakfast, lunch and dinner for over 200 students, many with special dietary needs and food allergies, as well as a large number of staff. It takes teamwork and a good leader to make this work, and that is exactly what you will find at MSB.  
Tony Micucci will celebrate 23 years in the nutrition department at MSB this summer.  He started out as an evening cook at the school in 1993 and has earned promotions to be the head of the department.  He credits MSB with teaching him the skills he has needed to become a great chef and food service manager.  “I was able to attend culinary school and attend a two week training program at the National Food Service Management Institute in Mississippi through the tuition assistance program at MSB.  The school provided me with the training I needed to do my job and I owe my career to MSB.”
Overseeing a staff of 14 people, three shifts and multiple kitchens throughout the 96 acre campus is not an easy task, but Micucci makes it seem like it is a piece of cake.  He is quick to give credit to his team.  “I am fortunate to work with the people I have on my crew.  They are top notch.  If someone is out, the rest of the team pitches in without even being asked.  It is a well-oiled machine.” It has to be in order to serve both the day and residential students and staff and meet all of their nutritional needs on a daily basis.
Micucci prepares the menus on a seasonal rotation and has to be sure that they meet all of the required nutritional guidelines, including a nutrient analysis and calorie counting.  “I consult with the school’s dietician for advice and I use a computer program that helps me crunch the numbers.  It’s a challenge at times to come up with menus that are appealing to the students, and also meet all of these requirements.”  Micucci also involves the students in the menu process whenever possible, by setting up focus groups for them to give feedback on potential new menu items.  “The students are completely honest and will tell me if they like something or not.” 
He admits that the best part of his job is working with the students and contributing to their wellness.  He enjoys teaching nutrition in some of the classes throughout the year and loves when students in MSB’s Career Education program work in the kitchen along with his staff.  “They are the reason I come to work every day.  At one point in my career, I thought about opening my own restaurant, but it would never be as rewarding as my job at MSB.”  


Legos – Not Just Child’s Play  
For the past several years, students at MSB have been involved in FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) and the FIRST Lego League (FLL) program.  FLL provides students with a hands-on, interactive robotics program focusing on team building, problem solving, creativity, and analytical thinking to develop solutions to a problem (the Challenge) currently facing the world. 
The teams strategize, design, build, program, test and refine a fully autonomous robot using LEGO MINDSTORMS™ technology. The teams also develop compelling presentations which relate to the Challenge.  At FLL competitions, the teams are evaluated on their robot’s performance and design as well as the team’s presentation and teamwork.  MSB’s team, The Dot5UDogs, have performed extremely well in past competitions and have won the Judges Award for teamwork twice. 
This program has become so popular with the students at MSB, the school decided to make it the focus of this year’s summer outreach program.  The program will consist of three overnight camps in July focused on creating and testing the Lego robots.  “Creature Craze” will be the theme for the introductory course for K-5th graders and will feature fun activities including building animals and creatures with Legos.  In the “Run of the Robots,” a program for middle and high school students, teams will build, test and run robot challenges, in addition to testing their abilities to work together using the technology.  These students will have the opportunity to participate in the actual FLL competition in the upcoming 2017-18 school year. 
Photos and Captions: The DOT5UDogs compete in a FLL qualifying event.

    
Community Support

Photos and Captions:
The Parkville Carney Lions Club established a memorial fund to remember their MSB coworker and fellow Lion, Carol Lease.  The fund provides vision assistance to low income individuals in Maryland. 
 

Photos and Captions:
The Parkville Carney Leos Club, whose members are all MSB students, give back by serving the community.  The club officers are shown making Valentine crafts at a local shelter. 

Did you know that the Lions Clubs accept used eyeglasses? Members of the Lions Association of Sight and Hearing (LASH) of MD meet at MSB twice a year to sort and distribute the glasses to those in need. Contact john.mosier@gmail.com for more information.

Thanks to Lewis Direct for sponsoring this edition of The Window
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